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Abstract

This paper introduces our neural machine trans-
lation system’s participation in the WAT 2022
shared translation task (team ID: sakura). We
participated in the Parallel Data Filtering Task.
Our approach based on Feature Decay Algo-
rithms achieved +1.4 and +2.4 BLEU points
for English→Japanese and Japanese→English
respectively compared to the model trained on
the full dataset, showing the effectiveness of
FDA on in-domain data selection.

1 Introduction

This paper introduces our neural machine transla-
tion (NMT) systems’ participation in the 9th Work-
shop on Asian Translation (WAT-2022) shared
translation tasks (Nakazawa et al., 2022). We par-
ticipated in the Parallel Corpus Filtering Task1 and
our team id is sakura.

The task consists of domain specific data selec-
tion out of noisy parallel corpus mined from the
web. The goal is to build English→Japanese and
Japanese→English models with better performance
on scientific domain. The constraint is to select the
data from JParaCrawl v3.0 (Morishita et al., 2020).
Only a subset of the data should be extracted and
no other actions, such as transformation or aug-
mentation, are allowed. The models built with
this data are evaluated using the test set from AS-
PEC (Nakazawa et al., 2016), a scientific domain
parallel corpus.

In our submissions, we used two independent
techniques viz. feature decay algorithms (Biçici
and Yuret, 2011; Biçici, 2013; Biçici and Yuret,
2015) (FDA) and log-likelihood scores. FDA based
submission achieved +1.4 and +2.4 BLEU for
English→Japanese and Japanese→English respec-
tively. Log-likelihood based submission achieved
+0.5 BLEU for Japanese→English direction only.

1https://sites.google.com/view/wat-fi
ltering/

Our submission related scripts can be accessed
through following public repository. 2

2 Data Selection

In this section we detail our approach to select
domain specific sentences. Our approach aimed to
extract the sentences from JParaCrawl (Morishita
et al., 2020) that were in-domain, based on the train
set of ASPEC (Nakazawa et al., 2016).

2.1 Feature Decay Algorithms
FDA is an n-gram based data selection technique.
It has shown a better performance when compared
to other word-based data selection methods (Silva
et al., 2018).The selection is based on n-grams, and
has demonstrated good performance when used to
train NMT models (Poncelas et al., 2018, 2019).

The strength of this technique is that it aims to
find a balance between the number of n-grams that
are present in the in-domain data and the hetero-
geneity of the n-grams. This is achieved by consid-
ering not only the relevance of each n-gram in the
domain but also how frequently it has been selected
already.

The technique iteratively selects the sentence s
(from a set of candidates, initially being the full
JParaCrawl set) with the highest score according to
the Equation (1):

score(s, SASPEC , Ssel) =∑
ngr∈{s

⋂
SASPEC} 0.5

count(ngr,Ssel)

len(s)

(1)

and adding it to a set of selected sentences Ssel.
The in-domain n-grams of s are obtained by

finding {s
⋂
SASPEC} (i.e. the intersection with

the in-domain set SASPEC). Each n-gram has a
contribution towards the score inversely propor-
tional to the number of instances in the selected set

2https://github.com/sukuya/wat2022-pa
rallel-data-filtering

https://sites.google.com/view/wat-filtering/
https://sites.google.com/view/wat-filtering/
https://github.com/sukuya/wat2022-parallel-data-filtering
https://github.com/sukuya/wat2022-parallel-data-filtering
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Ssel. By default, this is conducted by computing
0.5count(ngr,Ssel). In our system, we decided to fol-
low this configuration although it is not necessarily
the optimal (Poncelas et al., 2017; Poncelas, 2019).
We leave for future work exploring different con-
figurations and finding a better selection criterion.

The selection was executed considering the n-
grams of order up to 3 on the English side only.
Configurations where the selection is based on
both source and target sides have been reported to
achieve good results (Poncelas et al., 2022). How-
ever, on the Japanese side, it is unclear what should
be considered as n-gram (e.g. character-wise or
token-wise) to achieve the best performance.

Another important question is the number of sen-
tences that should be selected. For our system, we
selected 5M sentences. This decision is based on
the scores of FDA presented in Figure 1. In the plot,
there is a relatively sharp decrease in FDA scores
after 10M. From top 10M sentences we selected
5M based purely on empirical observations by car-
rying out experiments using 1M, 3M, 5M and 7M
sentences and ASPEC Dev set performance (see
Figure 2). We were mainly focused on minimising
the number of selected sentences without compro-
mising on model performance in terms of BLEU.

2.2 Normalised Log Probability Scores

Our second submission for the task involves using
the normalised log-probability scores, inspired by
dual conditional cross entropy filtering (Junczys-
Dowmunt, 2018). We train two separate models on
ASPEC Train, one for each direction. We calcu-
late normalised (by number of output tokens) log-
probability scores using marian-scorer (Junczys-
Dowmunt et al., 2018) for entire JParaCrawl using
these models. We calculate the final score for a par-
allel sentence by summing these two log-likelihood
scores. Finally, we sort the sentences based on fi-
nal scores and take the top 5M (4.634M unique)
sentences for our submission.

3 Model

We trained both English→Japanese and
Japanese→English models. We follow the
details from the organizers3 and build trans-
former (Vaswani et al., 2017) models using
Fairseq (Ott et al., 2019) framework. The
sentences were tokenized with a SentencePiece

3https://github.com/MorinoseiMorizo/w
at2022-filtering

Dataset Size
JParaCrawl 25.7M
ASPEC Train 3M
ASPEC Dev 1.8K
ASPEC Devtest 1.8K
ASPEC Test 1.8K

Table 1: Size (number of lines) of the datasets.

Submission BLEU Adequacy
Dev Test Test

FDA(5M) 28.8 28.4 4.31
Baseline(26M) 27.4 27.0 4.18
Marian-Score(5M) 26.7 26.1 xx

Table 2: Results: English to Japanese.

model (Kudo and Richardson, 2018) based on
BPE method with 32000 operations. We use train
and dev test from ASPEC only. The size of the
different datasets are reported in Table 1.

4 Results

In Table 2 and 3, we show the evaluation scores for
our submissions based on BLEU metric (Papineni
et al., 2002) and human evaluation (on 200 sen-
tences selected by organizers) from ASPEC Corpus
(official results). Our FDA based system is submit-
ted for official human evaluation and is labeled as
sakura-fda in the figures.

Figure 3 and 4 shows the detailed breakdown
of adequacy scores from the organisers. No other
team participated in the task, so top system sum-
mary is detailed in the Table 2 and 3.

We see that our best submission achieved +1.4
BLEU improvement over the system trained with
the full JParaCrawl set (the baseline) in the
English→Japanese direction and +2.4 points for
Japanese→English. This is achieved by selecting
5M sentences, approximately 20% of the data. The
second submission based on sum of normalised
log-likelihood scores shows minor improvement
of +0.5 BLEU on Japanese→English direction but

Submission BLEU Adequacy
Dev Test Test

FDA(5M) 21.3 21.8 4.49
Marian-Score(5M) 19.5 19.9 xx
Baseline(26M) 20.6 19.4 4.35

Table 3: Results: Japanese to English.

https://github.com/MorinoseiMorizo/wat2022-filtering
https://github.com/MorinoseiMorizo/wat2022-filtering
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Figure 1: FDA scores of the top-20M sentences (in log scale).

Figure 2: Evaluation of the NMT model (on dev
set) built using different amount of sentences selected
using FDA. The plot shows the BLEU scores for
English→Japanese (blue line) and Japanese→English
(dotted red line) models.

Figure 3: Adequacy evaluation results for English →
Japanese.

Figure 4: Adequacy evaluation results for Japanese →
English.

underperforms in other direction as well as dev test.

5 Conclusion

We presented our submissions (team ID: sakura)
to the WAT 2022 Parallel Data Filtering Task in
this paper. We described our data selection system
based on FDA and log-probability scores. FDA
based filtering showed effectiveness in finding a
subset of parallel sentences that were more useful
to train a scientific-domain NMT model than using
all the sentences. Our system was trained just on a
20% of the data and achieved +1.4 BLEU improve-
ment over the baseline in the English→Japanese
direction and +2.4 for Japanese→English.

As a future work, we want to use FDA in combi-
nation with the normalised log-probability scores.
The work of Soto et al. (2020) demonstrated that
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the inclusion metrics such as lexical richness can
boost the performance of FDA. More generally, we
plan to explore how can we improve a scientific
domain NMT model, by using limited amount of
ASPEC data along with JParacrawl. The motiva-
tion is to gauge the efficacy of FDA based approach
in data selection where very less in-domain data
is available along with lot of noisy mixed domain
data.
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